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Teacher tailored learning for 

languages



Platform with teacher tailored content
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Reactored is an online language learning 

platform in 16 different languages. The 

Reactored platform includes study materials 

created by real language teachers and it is 

easy to build your own study sets using 

Reactored content creation tools.

For students, Reactored tailors the 

exercises to fit each students’ own 

learning style and level, increasing the 

effectiveness and individualisation of 

online language learning.



What makes Reactored great for language 
teaching?
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Nothing makes teachers’ life as easy as sparking the motivation to learn inside their 

students. Reactored is designed for gamified, personalised and motivating learning 

experience. Reactored also provides the teacher visibility and analytics to follow their 

students’ progress.

Gamification and personalization increases students’ motivation

www.reactored.com



What makes Reactored great for language 
teaching?
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Modern language teachers are increasingly looking for online resources that can 

save them time and engage/motivate their learners. Reactored is a solution for this 

need as it is easy and fast to create your own exercises, modify the existing study 

sets and even convert them into exams using Reactored. Automated assessment 

tool reviews all the student work in a couple of minutes - a task that would otherwise 

take hours of the teacher’s time.


Saves a lot of time per week in creating and checking assignments

www.reactored.com



What makes Reactored great for language 
teaching?
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Developed in Finland and certified by Education Alliance Finland for high 

pedagogical quality. Reactored is a modern online platform that allows students to 

easily complete their exercises and assessments using mobile phones, tablets and 

laptops.


Digitalization in a pedagogically meaningful way



Interested to learn more or buy Sanako 
solutions?


sanako.cominfo@sanako.com

Contact us at info@sanako.com 


Visit our website: sanako.com


Search and contact your local Sanako reseller: sanako.com/resellers/ 



